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Evidence for Dark Matter
O Rotation curve

O Galaxy clusters

O Bullet clusters

O Structure Formation

O Cosmic Microwave background
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Rotation curve
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Dark Matter abundance
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Impact on structure formation

O Cold Dark Matter: M>100 keV

O Warm  Dark matter: M=few keV to few 10 
keV

O Hot Dark matter: M<keV



Requisites of Dark Matter 
candidate

O Neutral (no long range interactions other than 
gravity) 

O Stable or metastable with lifetime much 
larger than the age of Universe

O Observed abundance



Elementary particles of SM



Can Relic neutrinos play the role of DM?
No

Hot Dark Matter



WIMP

Scalar particle or a fermion

With mass~100 GeV-1000 GeV

Interaction of order of electroweak interaction

Weakly Interacting Massive Particle



WIMP  miracle



O This is a simple minimalistic model.



O This is a simple minimalistic model.

O Has mother nature promised us to be always 
simple?



Discovered elementary 
particles



Nature in its common sense
u, d, gluon, photon and electron

Nucleon



Our beautiful but no so 
austere world





It would be a pity if 



Gauge group of SM
SU(3)      SU(2)      U(1)                  

Electroweak gauge group



Gauge group of SM
SU(3)      SU(2)      U(1)                     

Electroweak gauge group

Charged current: W boson                       beta-decay



Gauge group of SM
SU(3)      SU(2)      U(1)                  

Electroweak gauge group

Neutral current: Z boson



Ideas to make DM less boring

O Multiple Dark Matter Candidates
O Dark atoms (Mirror models)
O Vector Dark Matter
O Light Dark Matter
O …..
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Two great mysteries
O Smallness of neutrino mass

O Nature of Dark Matter



O Old SM:   Neutrinos are massless.

O Observation: Neutrinos have a tiny mass



Smallness of neutrino mass
O Neutrino mass/Electron mass<1/1000000



Smallness of neutrino mass
O Neutrino mass/Electron mass<1/1000000



Mechanisms to explain 
smallness of neutrino mass
O Seesaw mechanism(s)

O Loop suppression



Linking two mysteries
Are small neutrino masses unveiling the 
missing mass problem of the Universe?

C. Boehm, Y. F., T. Hambye, S. Palomares-Ruiz and S. 
Pascoli, Phys Rev D 77 (2008) 043516



Low energy sector
Effective Lagrangian:

SLIM=Scalar as LIght as MeV



Neutrino mass



Freeze-out scenario for 
production

Observed abundance:



Bounds on parameters
Neutrino masses+Observed DM abundance



Potential signature
Missing energy in Pion and Kaon decay
Lessa and Peres PRD (07) 94001, Britton et al., PRD 49 (94) 28; Barger et al.,
PRD 25 (82) 907;Gelmini et al., NPB209 (82) 157



Realization of the scenario

<10 MeV N has to be singlet.

Therefore,                        must be effective and can 
obtain  this  form only after electroweak symmetry 

breaking.        



An economic model 
embedding real SLIM

YF, “Minimal model linking two great mysteries: 
Neutrino mass and dark matter”, PRD



Field content
An electroweak singlet scalar

Two (or more) Majorana right-handed neutrinos         ;

A  scalar electroweak doublet,

We impose a        symmetry under which all the new particles are 
odd.



Light and heavy
Light sector: Dark matter candidate        and 
(similar to what we had in the SLIM scenario)

Heavy sector: 



Interesting aspect

LHC                           Neutrino mass
Kaon decay



Conclusion
Dark sector might be as rich and as dazzling as 
SM sector.

Low energy but high luminosity experiments (like 
experiments searching for rare meson decays) 
might be the places to look for DM. 



Bullet cluster
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PLANCK data on CMB
O Relative height
O Position of the peak
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